OUR OFFICE

Address:
Boulevard Brand Whitlock 114
B-1200 Brussels
Belgium

t +32 (0) 2 761 96 50
f +32 (0) 2 771 48 58
e: info@posteurop.org
www.posteurop.org

Locate our office

How to get there:

- By car:
- By public transport
- By train
- By plane

Visitors are kindly requested to notify PostEurop reception in advance the details (time, date and person) as well as nature of their visit.

By car:

Coming from Zaventem Brussels Airport
From the airport, follow the Leopoldlaan/A201 motorway for 4.8 km. Continue on the N22. Turn left onto Bld Général Wahis/Generaal Wahislaan/R21 and continue to follow R21. Keep right at the fork for 220 m. Then turn left onto Av. Georges Henri/Georges Henrilaan and directly left again to get back on the Bld Brand Whitlock.

From Brussels centre
From the Brussels Inner Ring (R20) take the ramp exit onto Avenue des Arts and turn right at Rue Belliard/Belliardstraat, continuing for 1.3 km through the traffic lights. Continue to follow the road down into the Belliard Tunnel (N3) and keep to the right for 2 km. The long tunnel will bring you up onto Avenue de Tervuren. Continue on Avenue de Tervuren and slowly keep to the right in order to enter the roundabout. At the roundabout, take the 4th exit onto Bld Brand Whitlock/Brand Whitlocklaan.

Coming from Antwerp, Ghent, Liège (E40)
Take the exit on the left toward Bld Brand Whitlock/Brand Whitlocklaan/R21 and follow that road for 1.2 km. Then turn slightly left onto Bld Brand Whitlock/Brand Whitlocklaan/R21 and keep that direction for 290 m. Keep right at the fork for 220 m. Then turn left onto Av. Georges Henri/Georges Henrilaan and directly left again to get back on the Bld Brand Whitlock.

Coming from Charleroi/Namur/Mons/Luxembourg (E411)
Take the exit toward Av. de Beaulieu/Beaulieulaan/N210 (91 m), There, keep right at the fork and merge onto Av. de Beaulieu/Beaulieulaan/N210. Follow that road for 500 m. Then turn right onto Bld du Triomphe/Triomflaan/N206 and remain on that road for 1 km. After that, turn right onto Bld Général Jacques/Generaal Jacqueslaan/R21 and continue to follow R21 for around 700 m. Then turn slightly on the right (it’s almost imperceptible) onto Bld Louis Schmidt/Louis Schmidtlaan/R21 for 850 m. Continue to follow R21. At the “Montgomery” roundabout, take the 4th exit onto Bld Brand Whitlock/Brand Whitlocklaan.
Parking
PostEurop has seven allocated parking spaces in the basement car park of the building which are located on the far-left of the parking area. Visitors are kindly requested to announce themselves through the intercom system by pushing the button labelled PostEurop at the entrance of the car park and at the entrance to the lift. **Car park spaces are limited and subject to availability. Therefore, visitors must notify PostEurop’s reception in advance.**

By public transport:
If you are travelling to PostEurop by public transportation, there are several alternatives.

**By Metro tram/pre-metro**
Take the metro line 1 direction “Stockel”. Get off at “Montgomery”. From there, you may either come by foot or take the tram/pre-metro route 25, direction “Rogier”. Get off the tramway/pre-metro at the “Georges Henri” metro stop. Our offices are in the building just next to the pre-metro station’s exit.

**From the Airport**
Take the Airport Bus no.12 to Schuman. The Express “Airport Line” will take you to the heart of Brussels’ EU area in 30min. At Schuman find the metro station and follow the above set of instructions.

**By train:**
If you are travelling by train to Brussels, you will arrive at one of the train stations in the city centre (Gare centrale, Gare du Midi or Gare du Nord). You may choose to use Brussels public transportation network (see **By public transport**) or take a taxi.

**By plane:**
If you are coming to PostEurop from the Zaventem airport, there are several alternatives. One is to take a taxi directly to Boulevard Brand Whitlock114. Often the taxi companies supply fixed rates for going to and from the airport. If you take a taxi from the Autolux company at the airport, you will be offered a 20% discount if you buy a return voucher. Another alternative is the public transport network, although it may take a little longer.